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Date: August 30,2020

Re: Mr. Darita Seth

It is my delight and honor to write a letter of behalf of Mr. Darita Seth outlining my experience of him as an able

administrator in his capacity as the Director of Church Music at St. Timothy's Episcopal Church in Danville,

California. I served as the lnterim Rector at St. Timothy's from 2015 to 2017, and hired Darita in 2016 as our

Director of Music upon the retirement of a long-serving and beloved director.

The first thing I noticed was Darita's wisdom in inheriting a proud church choir which was quite entrenched in its

ways. Darita quickly assessed the things that need changing immediately (the format of the rehearsal space and

the church space as regards music, the rehearsal schedule, and other practice times).

He also intuited which things needed to wait for change (the type of music sung, the demands on volunteers,

and so on.) He made these changes respectfully and clearly and he communicated them in a truly kind and

direct way. I find change management to be one of the most important administrative abilities for a professional

new to a call.

Darita also knew exactly what he needed for our church's worship to be successful, with music as a large part of
that worship. ln our weekly professional staff meetings, he proved adept both at advocating for his programs

and eliciting support and funds to support his goals, all the while serving as a confident and fun colleague,

another hallmark I value in the administrative work of any person working with me.

Darita started with us in the summer and by Christmas, had organized the first-ever St. Timothy's community

Christmas concert featuring local high school choirs. His ability to create a compelling event and to manage all of
the small details at the same time meant that as soon as the first concert was over, people were asking about

"next year". This is the sign of a well-run project.

He rallied both high school students, their teachers and families, and members of our congregation to volunteer
to make every aspect of the concerts happen. I attended the concert last year, and it was wonderful to see the

conceptual changes he has made in four years. He has created a new area tradition, sold out every year, which

local area high school choirs compete to be a part of. Darita has created, managed, and inspired each one of
these events to the benefit of the community.

Finally, I will speak to Darita's ability to co-create, inspire, and produce liturgy with volunteers and professionals.

ln particular, lthink of Holy Week (seven full days of worship preceding Easter) and Christmas services (which at
St. Timothy's involves 4 services, over 1000 fleople in attendance, over two days.) This is perhaps the most

subtle, and in my mind, the most important aspect of Darita's administrative ability. This work involves planning

far in advance, keeping all involved informed as necessary "tweaks" become necessary, and most importantly,
having the ability to preserve one's own stamina, guard and strengthen that of those in his care, and gently and

firmly lead, coax, and execute the worship.

I give Darita Seth my unqualified recommendation as a musician administrator of the finest kind. Please do not
hesitate to reach out if I might clarify or expand upon these brief comments.


